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LOCAL CONNECTIVITY AND MAPPINGS
¡bat is contained in a connected subset f(C) of V. me proof is complete.
Staternent (1) and Proposition 5 imply ¡be following. Note that for eacb n E~J¡he unions a~b~UU{a~b~,,,:mER4 and anan+iUU{a,an+ím:mErN} which are contained in X and Y respec¡ively, are homeomorphic to a harmonic fan, and tha¡ the segments a~~1b~are free ares in X, while in the dendroid Y ¡bere is no free arc contained in the segment pa1.
Corollary. Let a space X be locally connected at a point p. If a mapping y' defined on X is interior at p, tIten f(X) is connected im kleinen at f(p).

Conclusion of Corollary
Example. There exist rational plane dendroids X ami Y, a point p of X atid a surjective mapping f:X-* Y such ¡ha¡ f is monotone asid intenor at p, ¡he dendroid X is locally connected at p, while Y is no¡ locally connected a¡ f(p).
Proof. Put, in ¡he
In the dendroid X shrink every free arc lying in ¡he segment pa1 to a point, and le¡ q:X-*q(X) stand for ¡he quotient mapping. Note that q is monotone and interior at p and ¡hat q(X) is homeomorphic to Y. Let h:q(X)-*Y be a homeomorphism. Then it is enough ¡o define f=hq. The proof is complete.
Applying a general notion of localization of a mapping (see [8] As it was said aboye, ¡be concep¡ of ¡ocal cunnectivity at a point is no¡ preserved under mappings which are interior at the considered point. But if ¡be mapping is assumed to satisfy a stronger condition, namely ¡o be locally open at ¡he point, then the invariance takes place. Indeed, we have ¡be following proposition.
Proposition. Let a space X be locally connected at a point p. If a rnapping f defined on X is locally open a¡ p, tIten f(X) is locally connected a¡ f(p).
As an inimediate consequence of (9) and Proposition 10 we ge¡ a corollary.
Corollary. La a space X be local/y connected at a po/ma p. lf a rnapping y' defined on X is open, tIten f(X) is locally connected a¡ f(p).
OPEN HOMOGENEITY
A space X is said ¡o be openly Itomogeneous (hornogeneous) provided for eacb i¡s points p and ¿y there is an open mapping (a homeomorphism) of X onto itself that maps p onto ¿y. As an easy consequence of ¡his definition and of Corollary 11 we luye the next corollary.
Corollary. If a space is openly homogeneous asid locally connec¡ed a¡ sorne poin¡, tIten it is locally connected.
Given a (Hausdorff) continuum X, we denote by 2< and C(X) the hyperspaces of aH nonempty closed subse¡s and of aH nonempty subcontinua of X, with the Vietoris ¡opology, respectively.
Lenima. If, for a Hausdorff con¡inuum X, ei¡her 2< or C(X) is
openly hornogeneous, tIten X is locally connected.
